Quantitative trait loci (QTLs) mapping has been performed during the past decades in an attempt to identify genes, gene products and mechanisms underlying numerous quantitative traits. It's a strategy based on natural variations in genes and gene products, which facilitates translation from animal models to human clinical conditions. Our team has shown that the inbred rat strains Lewis (LEW) and Spontaneously Hypertensive Rats (SHR) differ with respect to several emotionalityrelated behaviors, one of which (inner locomotion in the open field) was strongly influenced by a QTL (Anxrr16) on rat chromosome 4. Since then, several other studies not only corroborated the initial description of Anxrr16, but also extrapolated its effects to a broader context (rats from both sexes and regardless of the estrous cycle phase) and suggested that this same region influences other emotionality-related behaviors as well as alcohol intake. Other QTLs affecting neurobiological traits were also found on rat chromosome 4 and several candidate genes have been pointed out as possibly influencing those phenotypes. Altogether, these studies suggest that rat chromosome 4 constitutes an interesting target for the study of the molecular bases of anxiety and other traits related to emotional reactivity.
Introduction
The natural and continuous interindividual variation observed in several phenotypes is typically attributed to the effects of multiple genes in interaction with the environment. Such phenotypes are frequently referred to as "quantitative traits" and the genomic regions that contribute to their variation are known as quantitative trait loci (QTLs) [1] . QTLs mapping has been performed during the past two and a half decades in an attempt to identify genes, gene products and mechanisms underlying numerous phenotypes of interest [2] . In order to begin a typical QTLs analysis, parental strains (usually inbred) that differ genetically for the trait of interest are required [3] . Then, the simplest ways to perform this mapping are from either F2 (derived from F1 hybrids) or backcross (derived from a cross between F1 and one of the parents) generations, although F2 experiments are more commonly used [4] . Thereafter, the phenotype and genotype of many individuals of the selected generation (e.g. F2) are scored. Briefly, this method identifies chromosome (Chr.) regions that are most likely associated with the phenotype of interest in a given population [2] .
The pioneer studies on QTLs mapping stemmed from agricultural research (Figure 1 ), where this technique has an enormous practical potential, more specifically aiming at identifying genomic regions related to growth, flavor or disease resistance. In this context, the first QTLs analysis was carried out in the tomato [5] . Later, this strategy has spread out into other research fields. In rodents, the first QTL was mapped in 1991, when investigators found evidence suggesting the presence of a blood pressure regulatory locus on rat Chr. 10 [6] . Regarding behavioral phenotypes, Flint et al. [7] were the first authors to find QTLs in mice, identifying three loci contributing to the genetic variance of emotionality. Moisan et al. [8] described for the first time a behavioral QTL in rats, identifying a locus on Chr. 8 related to motor activity. A few years later, Ramos et al. [9] mapped, for the first time, a genomic region influencing an emotionality-related trait in rats. This genomic region, first named Ofil1 (open field inner locomotion 1), was located on rat Chr. 4 and was originally described as influencing locomotion in the inner area of the open field test (OF), a putative experimental index of anxiety. Since then, several studies have mapped different QTLs in both rats and mice for numerous phenotypes including bone inflammation [10] , blood glucose levels [11] , locomotion [12] , alcohol preference [13] , blood corticosterone levels [14] , novelty/stress-induced locomotor activation [15] , HDL-cholesterol level [16] , radiation susceptibility [17] , brain inflammation [18] , stress response [19] and circadian rhythms [20] . Differently from knockout and transgenic approaches, this strategy is based on natural variations in genes and gene products that physiologically modulate the trait of interest, in a manner that may ultimately facilitate translation from animal models to human clinical conditions.
Identification of the First Emotionality-Related QTL in the Rat
In a seminal study involving six inbred rat strains, Ramos et al. [21] proposed that the Lewis (LEW) and Spontaneously Hypertensive Rats (SHR) inbred strains constituted a useful genetic model for the study of emotionality. These strains display contrasting responses when tested in several behavioral models of emotionality, with LEW rats being more "anxious-like" than SHR rats. These two strains showed significant differences in the inner locomotion in the OF, although they did not differ in their levels of general locomotion. A subsequent study by Ramos et al. [22] has corroborated these behavioral differences between strains and investigated some of their inheritance mechanisms, confirming that these behavioral contrasts were mainly genetic in their origin.
Aiming at investigating the genetic basis of these emotionality-related differences, a genome-wide QTLs search, using LEW and SHR rats, was carried out by Ramos et al. [9] . This study, as mentioned above, identified and mapped a QTL located on rat Chr. 4 affecting inner locomotion in the OF, which remains today as the second strongest QTL ever reported for anxiety in rats (maximum LOD score of 7. 22). This QTL was originally named Ofil1 [9] , but it is currently denominated Anxrr16 (Anxiety related response QTL 16) in the Rat Genome Database [23] . Originally, Anxrr16 was found to affect only females and in a counterintuitive manner, that is, LEW alleles conferred the offspring a higher rather than a lower locomotion score in the inner area of the OF [9] . Such a counterintuitive phenomenon is not rare in QTLs studies, since the F2 reflects genetic remixing of the two parental strains and can reveal new genetic combinations [19] [24] [25] . Interestingly, LEW alleles in Anxrr16 conferred the offspring an even higher OF inner locomotion than that displayed by the parental SHR strain, showing that this major QTL had also a transgressive effect. Initially, this study revealed that Anxrr16 was not only sex-specific, but also depended on the type of cross (LEW or SHR grandmother) [9] .
A few years later, independent researchers conducted QTLs analyses based on the intercross of different sets of contrasting strains for ethanol consumption, which led to the identification of regions, also on rat Chr. 4 , that influenced alcohol preference [26] [27] . These studies suggested that this genomic region might have a pleiotropic effect; influencing not only emotional reactivity but also ethanol consumption and possibly other stressrelated phenotypes. Moreover, this region was found to harbor several other neurobiological QTLs, which supports the relevance of such a region, as discussed throughout this review.
Complexities and Limitations of QTLs Studies
As several other methodologies, QTLs mapping also has its limitations. For example, QTLs analysis requires large sample sizes, and the mapped loci normally account for only a small fraction of the total genetic variation in the population. Moreover, these experiments are arduous and rarely lead to individual genes [2] [28] as a QTL may contain many genes that contribute to the phenotype of interest. In addition, sometimes several linked genes are responsible for the genetic variation of a trait, and it is hard to differ if there are one or more QTLs contributing for the trait [29] .
Nevertheless, there are successful stories in the field of QTLs mapping. In a review, Flint et al. [2] highlighted some studies that have led to the identification of underlying genes. However, if we look carefully at these studies, we will see that the genes identified had unusually large effect sizes. Furthermore, in some cases, QTLs have been found to be context dependent, with their effects diverging in magnitude and/or direction in different backgrounds, different environments or between males and females. This type of effect can be a major concern, since estimates of allelic effects would be valid only under specific situations, and interferences due to laboratory conditions might render some results invalid on a wide range of natural environments [30] . Beyond that, the statistical tests for evaluating the significance of a QTL are numerous and many tests can produce false positive results. A commonly adopted solution is to use permutation analysis to estimate a threshold value, which is valid for small samples [2] [29] [31]- [33] .
In the field of neurobiological disorders, mapping behaviors derived from anxiety-related tests alone may be extremely complex, as anxiety disorders are multifactorial and the consequence of a combination of genetic and environmental factors [34] . A practical example of the complexity of QTLs mapping is a study by FernandezTeruel et al. [35] , where the authors identified eight QTLs, three of which (on Chr. 5, 10, and 15) influenced more than one behavioral measure of fear in an F2 cross of Roman High and Low avoidance rats. When comparing these results with those from a similar study by Gershenfeld and Paul [36] , but using mice instead of rats, no apparent overlap in the location of the QTLs was shown when comparing the syntenic regions between species. In other words, studies using the same animal models of anxiety but using different species or strains can show different results in terms of QTL location. These findings show that anxiety-related traits as well as the techniques used to model these disorders are complex and still far from being completely understood.
Further Studies on Anxrr16
Despite the complexity and limitations intrinsic to QTLs studies, the remarkable strength of Anxrr16 has inspired our team to persevere in the study of this genome region and its associated phenotypes. Doubts have been raised regarding the replicability, the pattern of inheritance, and the ethological meaning of this QTL [28] [32] . A series of subsequent studies have helped us to look more closely at these matters. A study carried out by Mormède et al. [37] used F4 and F5 generations from a LEW x SHR intercross, selected through molecular markers at both Anxrr16 and Anxrr17 (another QTL for OF inner locomotion, located on Chr. 7 and previously called Ofil2). This selection led to a "high line"-which had alleles increasing inner locomotion in the OF, i.e. LEW alleles at Anxrr16 and SHR alleles at Anxrr17-and a "low line"-with the inverse phenotype/genotype. They found that the high line was more active than the low line in the OF. It was also observed that the inhibition of locomotor activity in the low line (as compared to the high line) was directly related to the aversiveness of the situation (larger in the center than in the periphery of the OF, and under strong than under dim light conditions), and this effect was more intense in males than in females [37] . This study was the first one to reproduce Anxrr16's effects in the OF after its description in 1999, despite its limitation in dissociating the magnitude of each of the QTLs' effect (Anxrr16 and Anxrr17). It has also revealed a potential effect of Anxrr16 in males, which wasn't originally observed by Ramos et al. [9] . Using a similar methodology, Vendruscolo et al. [38] have confirmed this QTL's effects on OF inner locomotion in rats deriving from an F2 intercross between the LEW and the SHR strains. Identically to Ramos et al. [9] (but not to Mormède et al. [37] ), they have found that this effect was restricted to females. Interestingly, this study has also revealed an effect of Anxrr16 on ethanol 10% intake of female rats, with SHR alleles increasing the alcohol consumption (in the expected sense, since SHR rats have a higher ethanol intake than LEW rats). This work suggested that the Anxrr16 region could contain either linked genes with independent influences on anxiety-related responses and ethanol consumption, or a pleiotropic gene with simultaneous effects on both traits.
Another study performed by Vendruscolo et al. [39] , has shown that this region of rat Chr. 4 additionally affects stress-induced analgesia, which was evaluated in the hot-plate task after TMT (2,4,5-trimethylthiazoline, a component of fox feces) exposure, but in male rats only. Curiously, no difference regarding this phenotype was found between both parental strains. The authors suggested that behaviors measured in classical models of generalized anxiety and reactivity to stress produced by predator odors could be genetically dissociated.
Two years later, Hameister and colleagues [40] investigated if this same QTL was also effective in the Floripa H and L rat lines. These lines derived from a genetically heterogeneous stock and were selectively bred for high (H) and low (L) levels of locomotion in the inner area of the OF. They have found that the selection for this phenotype has acted on the genotype frequencies of two markers flanking the Anxrr16 region. This finding suggests that this region's influence on anxiety-related phenotypes is not only relevant to animals derived from the specific parental strains LEW and SHR, but it also proved to be important for other populations of laboratory rats, standing out as a promising target to be investigated in other animal species, including humans. In 2009, Chiavegatto et al. [41] have investigated the potential molecular and physiological links between α-synuclein protein and the behavioral differences observed between LEW and SHR strains. α-synuclein is widely expressed in the central nervous system, it downregulates the synthesis of dopamine and has been shown to be involved in neurodegenerative disorders and alcoholism (both conditions potentially having anxiety as a common feature) [42] - [48] . Snca, the gene encoding for α-synuclein, is mapped on Chr. 4 near the Anxrr16 region and was pointed as a positional candidate gene. This study reported increased α-synuclein mRNA and protein expression and decreased dopaminergic activity in the hippocampus of LEW rats when compared to SHR. It has also identified a single nucleotide polymorphism in the α-synuclein-coding gene that might be responsible for the difference in this gene's expression between the strains and that could therefore be leading to their behavioral differences regarding OF inner locomotion and ethanol consumption [41] . A latter study by Vendruscolo et al. [49] revealed that Anxrr16 also influences the induction of cocaine sensitization. In an F3 population derived from a LEW × SHR intercross, male rats carrying SHR alleles in this region were more sensitive than the ones carrying LEW alleles. The hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical (HPA) axis is one of the biological mediators of the acute effects of psychostimulants and of the development of sensitization, also being proposed to influence the development of other psychiatric disorders, notably anxiety and depression [50] - [53] . Once again, the Anxrr16 locus was shown to influence a behavioral trait possibly related to stress and emotional reactivity [49] .
More recently, Izídio et al. [33] performed a new extensive QTLs analysis focused on rat Chr. 4 in an F2 gen-eration derived from a LEW × SHR intercross. This analysis, besides identifying five different QTLs linked to emotional and ethanol intake behaviors in male F2 rats, also confirmed Anxrr16's location and its effects in both males and females. Regarding the female rats, a separated analysis was carried out and suggested that Anxrr16 effects may depend on the estrous cycle. This was the first study confirming the existence of Anxrr16's effects through an independent QTLs analysis, as in the original study by Ramos et al. [9] . It has also confirmed the remarkable strength of this QTL, which explained 14% of the variance in males [33] . Taken together, these studies corroborate the initial description of Anxrr16. In addition, they show that this QTL is also present in male rats, that its detection in female rats might be conditioned by their estrous cycle and that it may also be relevant to other rat strains. Furthermore, they suggest that this same region influences other emotionality-related behaviors as well as alcohol intake and, therefore, it might contain one (pleiotropic) or more (linked) genes influencing these different behaviors. Finally, the biological meaning of these effects (i.e. do all these traits share a common neurobiological substrate or are they independent phenotypes?) and the fine mapping of the Anxrr16 region still need to be further explored.
The Congenic Strain SLA16
In order to shed some light on these remaining issues, de Medeiros et al. [54] began the development of a congenic strain, which would allow us to refine the location and isolate the effect of Anxrr16 as well as to dissect the effects of this whole chromosome region and all of its potential QTLs. In this new strain, named SHR.LEWAnxrr16 (abbreviated as SLA16), a piece of Chr. 4 containing the Anxrr16 region was transferred from the LEW strain into the SHR genome. To our knowledge, this was the first report of an anxiety-related locus being isolated in the genome of rats through the construction of a congenic strain. We hypothesized that the scores of inner locomotion in the OF of these congenic animals would be even higher than those from the parental strain SHR, due to the counterintuitive and transgressive nature of this locus. After five arduous years of selective breeding, the congenic SLA16 strain allowed us to confirm the location of Anxrr16 on Chr. 4, within a region of 86.3 Mpb between the molecular markers D4Rat76 and D4Mgh11 (see Figure 2) . SLA16 rats showed higher scores of inner locomotion in the OF when compared to SHR controls, which was observable in both sexes, did not depend on the estrous cycle and was present under different lighting conditions. The anxiolytic-like effects of LEW alleles in Anxrr16 were corroborated in other anxiety paradigms, which vary in the nature and intensity of anxiogenic stimuli, such as the light/dark box, the T-maze and the triple test. Our results also confirmed the counterintuitive and transgressive nature of its effects, with the anxiety levels of the new congenic animals being reduced to an even lower level than those found in the parental SHR strain. Since SLA16 animals also presented higher locomotion in different unfamiliar environments (as the periphery of the OF and an activity cage for 1 h), we could not discard the possibility that Anxrr16 was modulating, to some extent, something other than anxiety (e.g. motor activity). Nevertheless, after 22.5 h of habituation in the activity cages as well as in their home-cages, no strain difference regarding locomotor activity was found, suggesting that Anxrr16 modulates emotional reactivity to novel environments rather than spontaneous motor activity [54] .
For being a much "cleaner" tool when compared to the hybrid populations used in the previous studies, the congenic strain SLA16 may have made possible the detection of genetic differences that could not be consistently detected before. This new tool is also the bottom line for the development of congenic sub-lines, which will allow the dissection and further reduction of the size of this Chr. segment. Furthermore, studies involving comparative genomics, gene expression, and validation of candidate genes shall lead to the discovery of the molecular pathways underlying the behaviors influenced by Anxrr16.
Rat Chromosome 4 and Its Neurobiological-Related QTLs
Several studies of genetic mapping allowed the identification of genomic regions influencing different neurobiological traits on rat Chr. 4, such as alcohol consumption [13] [27], stress response [55] and anxiety-related behavior [9] (Table 1) . By using the alcohol-preferring (P) and alcohol-nonpreferring (NP) rat lines, Carr et al. [56] reported a QTL near Anxrr16 influencing alcohol consumption, which was later confirmed in a study by Bice et al. [13] . Moreover, Terenina-Rigaldie et al. [27] found a QTL on rat Chr. 4 affecting anxiety-related behaviors in an F2 derived from High-Ethanol Preferring (HEP) and WKY lines. Furthermore, Potenza et al. [14] described a QTL, also on Chr. 4, controlling corticosterone levels. In addition, many QTLs not related to neurobiological traits were identified on rat Chr. 4, such as for bone mineral density [57] , blood pressure [58] and body weight [59] , among others [23] . These findings suggest that Chr. 4 constitutes an interesting target for the study of the molecular bases of anxiety and other traits related to stress and emotional reactivity.
Candidates Genes on Chromosomes 4
Regarding the several QTLs listed in Table 1 , different genes may be implicated in regulating the different behavioral traits associated to rat Chr. 4. The neuropeptide Y gene (Npy) is expressed mainly in the amygdala and in the hippocampus, and might be associated to these behavioral traits. The encoded protein (NPY) has been shown to have anxiolytic properties and to participate in the control of appetite. Also, Npy expression was shown to be decreased in anxious rats and in rats displaying high alcohol consumption [60] [61].
Other interesting candidate is the aforementioned Snca gene, that maps in the Anxrr16 QTL region [41] . Snca encodes the α-synuclein protein that is widely expressed in the central nervous system [62] , abundant in dopamine neurons and has been associated with Parkinson's disease [63] . Even though the overexpression of this protein can result in dopamine neuron dysfunction [64] , it is known that the underexpression of Snca may play a role in stress-related increases in alcohol drinking [65] . Liang et al. [46] proposed that differential expression of Snca may contribute to alcohol preference in inbred alcohol-preferring rats and its relevance was confirmed by different techniques [46] [66] [67] . Moreover, as mentioned before, Chiavegatto et al. [41] found differences in both the Snca gene and protein expression in the hippocampus of LEW and SHR rats, which might underlie the anxiety-related differences in their behavior.
The corticotropin releasing hormone receptor 2 gene (Crhr2) encodes a G protein-coupled receptor that influences stress, anxiety and alcohol consumption [68] [69] . In humans, it has been suggested that single-nucleotide polymorphisms in this gene could interact with both childhood sexual abuse and emotional neglect to influence decision-making [70] [71] . A possible role of Crhr2 in alcohol consumption was also suggested in a study using knockout mice [72] . More recently, differences were observed in the expression of Crhr2 in the amygdala, hypothalamus and caudate-putamenof the inbred P (iP) and NP (iNP)rats. In accordance with the study involving the Crhr2 knockout mice [50] , Crhr2 expression was lower in iP rats and it was associated to increased levels of alcohol consumption and anxiety when compared with iNP rats [73] .
Another gene of interest is Grip2, which encodes the Glutamate Receptor-Interacting Protein2 (GRIP2). Grip2 is widely expressed in the cerebral cortex, hippocampus and olfactory bulb, in synaptic plasma membrane and postsynaptic density fractions [74] . It was observed that GRIP2 interacts with the subunits GluA2 and GluA3 of the AMPA receptor [74] [75] , which regulates long term potentiation (LTP) and long term depression (LTD) involved in the cellular bases for learning and memory [76] - [78] . The expression and maintenance of LTP and LTD are believed to be a result of the insertion and internalization of AMPA receptors at the postsynaptic membrane [79] . Different studies suggest that the GRIP2 protein can act as a scaffold to anchor AMPA receptor in the synapses [75] [80] .
As discussed in this review, several QTLs analyses using different animal models have led to the identification of genomic regions on rat Chr. 4 related to different behavioral traits, such as anxiety-like and alcohol consumption behaviors. These findings support the relevance of rat Chr. 4 in the modulation of neurobiological traits, and suggest that one or more genes located in this region might be responsible for the variation observed in emotionality-related behaviors in rats. As aforementioned, our group identified a QTL affecting inner locomotion in the OF, a putative experimental index of anxiety. With the development of a congenic strain (SLA16) for this region, it is now possible to carry out a sequence analysis of the whole locus, as well as to use microarrays to look for differential expression and to test positional candidate genes influencing this phenotype. Furthermore, subcongenic strains can be developed to further reduce this region and help us to better understand which genes are involved in this specific or in the other correlated phenotypes. Different approaches based on the analysis of interference RNA and on behavioral phenotyping will be used to determine the influence of certain gene products on the interindividual variation in the OF inner locomotion. Also, the use of receptor antagonists Figure 3 . From QTLs to genes. 1) Two inbred rat strains that differ in open field locomotion were interrossed, a genomewide QTLs search was carried out and a QTL was mapped on chromosome 4; 2) After obtaining an F1 (or N1) generation, the animals were backcrossed to SHR rats for 10 generations and genotyped to select heterozygous animals for the Anxrr16 region, after which Anxrr16 heterozygous rats were intercrossed. The congenic strain is homozygous for LEW alleles in the Anxrr16 region and about 99.9% homozigous SHR in the rest of the genome and 3) Next steps that will help us to investigate positional candidate genes influencing relevant neurobiological traits. and agonists in pharmacological investigations will help us to better understand these complex neurobiological traits (Figure 3) and ultimately to identify genes, DNA variants and their role in the development of some human psychological traits and disorders.
